
The ultimate goal of using video conferencing is to 

facilitate better, richer, more productive communications. 

Just like with any other form of communication, there are a 

set of behaviors, that when followed makes for a better 

experience for everyone involved. Most are common 

sense, but a few may not be quite as intuitive especially 

for new users of video collaboration tools.

Here then is a list of 11 rules-of-thumb that you can share 

with your colleagues, customers, partners (even your 

friends and family!) before your next video conference.  

11 Rules of Etiquette 

for Great Video Conferences
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Hello
my name is

At the beginning of the call, be sure to identify 

everyone by name and location. This will help 

ensure that no one is left out of the conversation. 

Also, it’s just a nice thing to do. 

If there are more than 3 or 4 participants, consider 

name tags and maybe even site banners for 

different locations. 

Make Introductions
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Make Eye Contact 

(with the camera)
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It’s a peculiarity of the camera/monitor configuration that when you are 

looking at your screen, you are not looking at the camera and therefore 

not looking into the ‘eye’ of your audience. 

Not such a big deal when you are listening, but when speaking, it’s 

preferable to make eye contact. 

There are 2 things you can do to combat this phenomenon. 

Look into the camera

As strange as it feels to do it, look directly into the camera 

when you are speaking, and occasionally when you 

aren’t.  Making eye contact keep others engaged, and 

makes them feel that you are too. 

Reduce Gaze Angle

‘Gaze Angle’ refers to the differential placement between 

your camera and the screen where you are viewing the 

other participants or content. Reduce the gaze angle by 

putting the camera near your display monitor, preferably 

the area you watch the most often. This will make your 

meeting feel more natural because participants will see 

you looking in the general direction of the camera rather 

than up, down, or off into the distance. 



Many video conferencing systems have a voice 

activated switching feature to automatically move 

the camera to the active speaker, or some other 

form of speaker identification on the conference 

monitor. 

Interrupting another speaker may cause the voice 

activation to become confused.  

Instead, wait until the other speaker is finished, 

then speak calmly and clearly, and wait for the 

system to adjust to you before delivering any 

game-changing information. 

Don’t Interrupt
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“Oh, I’m sorry… Did the middle of my 

sentence interrupt the beginning of yours?”



Even at high resolution the process of digitizing, 

compressing and displaying stripes can yield 

jagged edges called pixilation and distracting Moiré 

patterns. Certain colors don’t work well either 

including red, black and white. 

So the rule of thumb here is to avoid intricate 

patterns, stripes, plaids, polka dots and very bright 

colors. Wear neutral, muted, or pastel solid colors 

instead.
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Dress Appropriately



Don’t Wear Noisy Jewellery
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This advice is applicable to all cubicle dwellers 

whether you use video conferencing or not, 

however it is particularly relevant if you do. 

Large, sparkly and jingly jewelry be distracting in a 

video conference by creating glare, and 

inadvertently bumping against your microphone.



Keep Body Movements Minimal
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Video does not lend itself to strolling around the room while talking so try to avoid it as best you 

can. Quick movements make it difficult for cameras and microphones to keep up with you, and 

depending on video quality and available bandwidth, quick movements may appear jumpy or 

choppy to others on the call. 

If you tend to talk with your hands, position your camera so that your hands are out of the field of 

view. They won’t create a visual distraction but you’ll still maintain your conversational mojo :)



Avoid Multi-Tasking
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Using mobile devices and carrying on sidebar 

conversations are not only distracting, but deemed 

downright disrespectful in an in-person meeting. The 

same applies for a virtual one. 

Multi-tasking can be even more distracting during a 

video conference because sensitive microphones 

can detect the sounds and the camera could catch 

your activities. Now wouldn’t that be embarrassing? 



Don’t Shout
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Speak in a moderate tone and speed, clearly and 

naturally. With the correct microphone settings, there 

should be no need to speak beyond a normal level. 

If it becomes clear that other participants can’t hear you, 

then adjust the position or the level on the microphone 

and make sure it’s not covered by your clothing or 

something else. 

It’s always good practice to test your microphone and 

speakers before the conference begins to minimize any 

need for adjustments during the call.  



Mute When Not Speaking
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Un-muted microphones can be the single most 

distracting element present during a video 

conference. Echoes can occur when the 

background sounds are caught by un-muted 

microphones from a speaker and then transmitted 

to other sites. 

Make it a standard practice for all sites to mute 

their microphones when not speaking. Un-mute the 

microphone only when you speak.



Be Aware of Distracting Sounds
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Some microphones are very sensitive and will pick 

up all kinds of background sounds such as tapping 

fingers, clicking pens, drumming, yawning, or biting 

nails. Don’t type on your keyboard or shuffle paper 

while others are talking, and turn off all sounds on 

your phone. 

Ideally, you can conduct your video conference in a 

closed room, but if not try to minimize the amount 

of potential background noise. 



Respect the Medium
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Video conferencing technology has come a long 

way and the quality is typically very good however 

you may still sometimes experience slight 

transmission delays that can cause bumps in the 

flow of conversation. 

Simply be aware of the potential for delays and 

allow a sufficient pause between speakers for 

others to comment. 

KEEP CALM

AND

WAIT FOR 

3 SECONDS



Armed with this list of video conference dos and don’ts you can be confident 

that your next meeting will go off without a hitch and the experience will be 

great for everyone! 

www.telemerge.ca

Download more video conferencing best practices in our free eBook 

Setup and Etiquette – Video Conferencing Guidelines You Should Know
and get on the path to greater video conferencing adoption and ROI.  
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